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                    Designed to make life and living better
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At Masonite, we create Doors That Do More™ for the people who pass through them every day. We believe doors should connect you with the people and things you care about most — and make life easier, safer and more beautiful, too.
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                    Doors that reduce noise
                

            

            
                
                
Keep sound where it belongs—in or out of a room—with sound-dampening doors.
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                    Doors that  integrate technology
                

            


            
                
                      
Add convenience to your daily routine with fully powered, always-on smart doors that connect you to your home and the people in it.
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Bring natural light into your home with doors that have more visible glass area.
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Stay comfortable inside, whatever the weather is outside, with an exterior door system that provides better protection from the elements.
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Complement your home’s design with our curated collection of doors for the whole home.
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Feel safer and more secure with integrated features like multipoint locks or fire- and impact-rated doors.
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            Find your perfect door in just a few clicks 
        

        
            Door visualizer
        
            
                
Discover the look you love without leaving the comfort of your home. Use our digital door visualizer to browse our curated collections of door styles, see those styles in real life and try them out in your space.
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                From ideas to installation
            

            
                
Read about the latest door styles, helpful how-tos, product features and more.
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                    Everything you need to know about the door buying process
                

            

            
                
                    
Ready to buy a new door? Our guide is a good starting point on your journey.
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                    7 ways a new door can make your life better
                

            

            
                
                    
Whether you're looking for better energy efficiency or peace and quiet in your home, doors are surprisingly able to meet these needs.
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                    Trendy and timeless: the appeal of black front doors
                

            

            
                
                    
In an ever-evolving world of home design, the allure of black front doors remains both fashionable and enduring, captivating homeowners with their trendiness and timeless elegance.
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            How we do business
        

        
            Corporate responsibility
        
            
                
Every day we work to do the right thing for our employees, communities, partners and customers around the world.
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